IT Infrastructure Logistics by AXIS
END-TO-END SINGLE SOURCE SOLUTIONS
Axis Global Logistics has provided secure IT Asset lifecycle logistics for more than 25 years and our
professionals have successfully performed over 100,000 tasks handling millions of owned and
leased assets during that time. Our single-source supply chain solutions optimize cost eﬃciencies
and are extremely ﬂexible in order to accommodate a vast range of criteria. With Axis’ 24/7/365
worldwide service, clients’ needs can be addressed anywhere at any time. Clients also enjoy
visibility and control throughout the process via our industry-leading web-based technology, which
can interface with their company’s IT platforms and upload tracking information and documents.
Axis’ IT Asset Logistics teams have served decision-makers in industries including ﬁnancial
services, telecommunications, computer science, broadcasting, entertainment, retail, and life
sciences. In addition, although Axis is not a recycling/reselling company, many recycling/reselling
companies rely on us to handle all of their logistics needs. As a TSA-certiﬁed indirect air carrier in
compliance with security requirements set forth by the U.S Federal Government, Axis oﬀers
additional peace-of-mind for seamless execution of IT asset shipments.
Ultimate Secure Shipping for The Most Sensitive Assets
Ideal for: Small devices that contain company or client data, such as laptops, hard drives, and PCs
Shipping for Assets with Lower Security Requirements
Ideal for: Assets that are tech certiﬁed encrypted, 3x wiped, degaussed, or don’t contain company
or client data
International Shipping
Door-to-door secure shipments of all sizes with tamper-proof packaging and customs clearance in
most countries.

For more information please email axisinfo@axisg.com
Axis Global Logistics is dedicated to providing
fully customized and seamlessly integrated
single-source supply chain solutions for clients
across a wide variety of business sectors.

We are the single point of contact through
which our clients gain access to the highest
quality, most comprehensive, and cost-eﬃcient
logistics support in the industry.
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